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This is a continuation of our previous paper
[4], which will be referred to as Part in this
note. We inherit the notation and terminology of
it.

3. Variations of mixed Hodge structure.
3.1 Theorem. Let .--M be an n-

cubic (n >_ 1) hyper-equisingular family of complex
projective varieties, parametrized by a complex man-

ifold M. We define Rz() Rt,Z. (modulo
g

torsion) (0 t 2 (dim dimM)), Rq()"
Rz() @z Q and Ro() "= Rg,(’M)
(DR./M). where ’M is the topological inverse of
the structure sheaf of M by the map
M and DR./M the cohomological relative de

Rham complex of the family M. Then there
exisl a family of increasing sub-local systems W

g
(weight filteration) on RQ() and a family of de-
creasing holomorphic subbundles F (Hodge filtera-
tion) on Ro() such that

(i) there are spectral sequences,
@ +RwE la= a.Q’

wE’ Gr(R+()
eE’q R,(s(a1. ,D’./M) 1

(P+q’q

with wE’ ’ ’q ’qwE eE eE
(ii) (R(), W[, )defines mixed Hodge

strucutre at each point t M, where W[] denotes
the shift of the filteration degree to the right by
i.e., W[q Wq_e and
(iii) (the Griffiths transversality)

where V denotes the Gauss-Mannin connection
g

on Re().
Outline of the proo (i), (ii)" By Theorem 2.1

and Theorem 2.2 in [4], we have an isomorphism

’M DR’x/M s(ax..D./M) [1]
in D+(, C), where a.,O./M is the n-cubic ob-
ject of complexes of C-vector spaces coming from
O./M, and s(a..D./M)is its associated single

complex (cf. Part I, [1, Expose 1,6]). By this iso-
morphism we have

g
Re() "= Re.( M) R.(s(ax..D./M)[1]).

To compute the hyper-direct image Rezr,(s
(al.,J2X./M)[1]). we shall use the fine resolution

t../M of J2:./M. where oX,/M are the sheaves of
C relative differential forms of type (r, s) on

a(ce {n). Then the natural homomorphism

s(al.,9./M) [1] ---* S(al.,tot’ofC./M) [1]
is an isomorphism in D+(, C). where tot
is the single complex associated to the double
complex ,/M for each o {. Since s(al.,tot
’/M) [1] is rc,-acyclic, we have

Re(zc) He(zc,s(al.,tote4./M) [1]).
We define an increasing filteration W-{Wq}
and a decreasing one F-{Fq} on the single

complex L’- r,s(al.,totl’ofc./M) [1] by

W_q(rc,s(a.,tot./M) [1])

al,l>_q+Zc,s(al,,tot,/M) (q >-- 0) and

Fp (ZC,s(a.,totl../M) [1])
k-ak>pZC,s(a.,tot../M)[1] (p --> 0),

where al,l> q+IZC,S(al,,totoX,/M)" a>_a(L) if
we put L "= 7r.s(a.,totloX./M)[1]. (O’q: stupid

filteration). Notice that the filteration W is de-
fined over Q. We calculate the spectral sequence
associated to these filterations, abutting to

Re(zr). Since (L t, W, F) is a cohomological mixed

Hodge complex in the sense of Deligne for any t
M (for definition see [1, (8.1.6)]), the spectral
sequence {Er(Lt, W), dr} degenerates at the

E2-terms and the one associated to F degenerates
at the Ex-terms ([2, p.48, Theoreme 3.2.1 (De-
ligne), (vi), (v)l). The assertions (i) and (ii) follow
from this.

(iii)" We take a point o M and put Xa’-
(7g" aa)-X(o), X’-- 7T- (o). By the definition of
an n-cubic hyper-equisingular family .-%
---* M, it is analytically locally trivial. Hence,
schrinking M sufficiently small around o, we are
allowed to assume that there is a system of Stein
coverings // "= {U()}
which is subject to the following requirements:

(1) for each pair (c,/3) of elements of
Ob([+) with c---*/3 in [}+, there is a
map /2 Az-- A. such that


